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\textbf{Introduction}

Patients with pulseless electrical activity (PEA) account for up to 30\% of cardiac arrest victims [1, 2]. The survival rate of patients with PEA is much worse than that of cardiac arrest patients with shockable rhythms [1, 3]. Studies suggest that cause-specific treatment of PEA is more effective than general treatments offered by advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) guidelines such as cardiac massage, epinephrine and vasopressin [4]. Higher-dose epinephrine has actually been shown to be associated with worse outcomes [5]. Both the European and American ACLS guidelines, therefore, stress the significance of quickly finding and addressing the cause of PEA [6, 7]. Memory aids list numerous conditions whose English names start with the letters H or T as potentially treatable causes of PEA (fig. 1) [6, 7]. Studies, however, have shown that during cardiopulmonary resuscitation it is difficult to recall up to 13 causes of PEA [8]. Moreover, even if such a list can be generated, the ACLS does not provide guidance on the relative likelihood of the specific causes, nor does it offer suggestions on how to individualize treatments based on simple initial findings.

These limitations of current ACLS guidelines have been recognized and attempts have been made to sim-
plify the evaluation of patients who present with cardiac arrest due to PEA [9, 10]. There were also attempts to use the electrocardiogram (ECG) and bedside echocardiogram to guide the diagnosis and management of PEA [10–16]. Over the last few years we have developed a teaching tool that simplifies the diagnostic approach by differentiating narrow- and wide-complex rhythms on initial telemetry (QRS duration <0.12 and ≥0.12 s, respectively), and by eliminating those diagnoses which rarely if ever cause PEA. Our algorithm does not apply in the specific trauma setting. This algorithm has not been systematically tested but is supported by scientific and clinical principles and by a thorough review of the literature.

The New PEA Algorithm: Diagnostic Aspects

The multiple Hs and Ts that are frequently quoted as possible causes of PEA are listed in figure 1. It seems obvious that recollection of these can be near impossible in the acute setting. Our simplified algorithm that focuses on differentiation between narrow or wide QRS complexes is shown in figure 2. This should be an easy distinction that can be discerned by simply looking at the telemetry monitor during resuscitation. The general assumption is that narrow-complex PEA is generally due to a mechanical problem frequently caused by right ventricular inflow or outflow obstruction, whereas wide-complex PEA is typically due to a metabolic problem or ischemia and left ventricular failure. Wide-complex PEA may also indicate agonal rhythm.

The four most common mechanical causes of PEA arrest include cardiac tamponade, tension pneumothorax, mechanical hyperinflation and pulmonary embolism (fig. 2). The clinical scenario can usually help navigate between these causes. Jugular venous distension and muffled heart sounds suggest tamponade. Rib fracture, severe emphysema, positive pressure ventilation and hyperexpanded chest indicate pneumothorax, mechanical hyperinflation or auto-PEEP [17, 18]. Cancer history and deep venous thrombosis suggest pulmonary embolism. In all of these cases cardiac ultrasound usually shows preserved or even hyperdynamic left ventricular function indicative of pseudo-PEA (fig. 2) [10–14]. A collapsed right ventricle suggests inflow obstruction from tamponade, pneumothorax or hyperinflation. A dilated right ventricle, on the other hand, indicates possible pulmonary embolism. Thoracic ultrasonography may also help in direct pleural assessment and in the diagnosis of pneumothorax.

Wide-complex PEA usually suggests a metabolic problem such as severe hyperkalemia with or without metabolic acidosis, or sodium channel blocker toxicity (fig. 2) [19, 20]. Again, the clinical scenario is usually helpful: in

Fig. 1. Causes of PEA listed by European and American guidelines. Hypoglycemia and trauma have been removed from the most recent ACLS guidelines [6, 7]. PTX = Pneumothorax.

Fig. 2. New classification of PEA based on its initial electrocardiographic manifestation. LV = Left ventricular; PTX = pneumothorax; US = ultrasound; RV = right ventricular.
patients with critical illness, sepsis, shock or renal failure, the diagnosis of wide-complex PEA is usually hyperkalemia. Identification of an arteriovenous fistula or dialysis catheter also suggests hyperkalemia. In patients who were ‘found down’ or who present following ingestion or suicide attempt, the cause of wide-complex PEA is almost always sodium channel blocker toxicity [21]. In wide-complex PEA, a metabolic or ischemic cause is supported by the echocardiographic observation of left ventricular hypokinesis or standstill (fig. 2). Other possible causes of wide-complex PEA include a mechanical etiology with preexisting aberrancy or pulmonary embolism – a mechanical cause that can be associated with complete right bundle branch block. In these cases too, bedside ultrasound can quickly point to a mechanical cause.

Patients with acute myocardial infarction (MI) can also present with PEA. Patients who undergo prehospital resuscitation for MI and PEA typically have a dismal prognosis, despite aggressive management including thrombolysis [22, 23]. In hospitalized patients with acute MI, PEA is usually a relatively late manifestation. Here too, the ECG is crucial in distinguishing a mechanical cause such as myocardial rupture from pump failure [24, 25]. The former is usually associated with narrow QRS complexes, whereas the latter is associated with widened QRS complexes (fig. 2). Immediate recognition of possible myocardial rupture can be life-saving as with emergent surgical intervention some patients may survive for decades [25]. Wide-complex PEA associated with acute MI or with other agonal rhythms, on the other hand, has dismal prognosis with no effective treatments.

An important question is whether this simplified algorithm covers all important causes of PEA? We believe that it does. A recent thorough review of the PEA literature by Desbiens [9] and our independent review did not find any evidence that hypoxemia, hypokalemia or hypoglycemia presents primarily with PEA. Hypothermia is not listed in our new algorithm, but there the clinical picture is usually quite obvious. Of ‘toxins’, the initial presentation of β-blocker, calcium channel blocker and digitalis toxicity is almost always hypotension, sinus bradycardia, sinus arrest or atrioventricular block [26, 27]. Some of these do progress to PEA but by that time the diagnosis is usually well established [28–30]. Standard treatments are available for these conditions [26, 31]. Of the other possible ‘Ts’, we have excluded trauma, as have the newest guidelines [6, 7], because traumatic arrests have unique management strategies separate from current ACLS guidelines [32], and signs are usually apparent on exam.

The New PEA Algorithm: Therapeutic Considerations

How this simplified and structured approach to PEA can guide initial treatment is shown in figures 3 and 4. For patients with narrow-complex PEA from a suspected mechanical etiology, aggressive intravenous fluid administration should be initiated as these causes are potentially fluid responsive. After that, based on the most likely clinical scenario or results of bedside ultrasonog-
raphy, pericardiocentesis, needle decompression, adjustment of ventilation or thrombolytic therapy should be considered (fig. 3). For wide-complex PEA intravenous calcium chloride and sodium bicarbonate should be administered if the clinical picture indicates hyperkalemia. Intravenous sodium bicarbonate boluses should be given if the clinical picture suggests sodium channel blocker toxicity (fig. 4) [33]. Neither calcium nor bicarbonate is likely to have any effect on narrow-complex PEA.

Discussion

There is considerable debate surrounding the most appropriate approach to cardiac arrest due to PEA [4–12]. Our simplified and structured approach offers three new elements compared to official European and American guidelines. First, rather than randomly listing 10–13 causes of PEA with terms starting with the letters H or T, our algorithm categorizes the possible causes based on the easy finding of QRS complexes being narrow or wide in a simple telemetry or rhythm strip (fig. 2). Narrow-complex PEA is usually due to a mechanical cause, whereas wide-complex PEA is usually due to a metabollic cause. Second, within each category we have markedly reduced the number of listings to those diagnoses that have the highest likelihood and clinical relevance. Among the mechanical causes we have listed cardiac tamponade, tension pneumothorax, mechanical hyperinflation and pulmonary embolism. The clinical scenario and, if available, bedside ultrasonography should quickly distinguish among these. When the presentation is wide-complex PEA or nonshockable pulseless wide-complex tachycardia, the most likely causes include severe hyperkalemia or sodium channel blocker toxicity. Metabolic acidosis without hyperkalemia is usually the consequence rather than the cause of PEA. Third, our algorithm provides specific treatment recommendations that are based on the initial QRS morphology on telemetry (fig. 3, 4). In narrow-complex PEA, wide-open fluids should be started. It is important to remember that the problem is frequently right ventricular inflow obstruction where overzealous mechanical ventilation and vigorous external cardiac compression may actually be harmful [18, 34]. Consideration should be given to perform immediate needle decompression or pericardiocentesis, or to administer thrombolytic therapy. The use of intravenous calcium or sodium bicarbonate as initial management should be discouraged, and the use of epi-nephrine should be limited. Several studies have shown that routine, indiscriminate use of these agents is ineffective or harmful in PEA [5, 35–38]. With wide-complex PEA or nonshockable pulseless wide-complex tachycardia, the initial treatment of choice is intravenous calcium and/or sodium bicarbonate [6, 7, 33]. Needle decompression, pericardiocentesis and thrombolytic administration should be entertained only if a mechanical cause is suggested by history or bedside ultrasound.

There is strong physiological basis behind these recommendations. In PEA the heart usually produces some mechanical action but it generates such a low blood pressure that it does not result in a palpable pulse [39]. The main mechanisms of PEA include mechanical obstruction to right ventricular filling or outflow, or severe pump failure. The mechanical causes are not directly related to abnormal myocardial performance (pseudo-PEA) and therefore are almost always associated with narrow QRS complexes. Pump failure resulting in PEA, on the other hand, is usually due to blockade of the cardiac sodium channels either directly by sodium channel blocker toxicity or by extracellular hyperkalemia [40]. Severe ischemia may also be associated with potassium accumulation and reduced sodium transport [41, 42]. At the cellular level sodium channel blockade causes flattening of phase zero of the cardiac action potential; in the surface ECG this is reflected by widening of the QRS complexes [43]. Decreased sodium influx results in diminished release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and reduced activation of the tropomyosin complex [44]. In both hyperkalemia and sodium channel blocker toxicity, therefore, the width of the QRS complex is a good indicator of clinical severity [19–21].

Limitations

Whereas a presentation with narrow-complex PEA almost always indicates a mechanical cause, mechanical causes can occasionally present with wide QRS complexes. Examples include patients with preexisting bundle branch blocks, cases of massive pulmonary embolism causing right bundle branch block, and the rare combination of acute MI – new left bundle branch block and myocardial rupture. Following a prolonged downtime or prolonged resuscitation all mechanical causes of PEA may eventually result in wide QRS complexes but by that time the rhythm is typically agonal with minimal or no chance of survival.

Our new algorithm has not been systematically tested for inclusiveness or resuscitation outcome. Of note, neither the American or European ACLS guidelines nor
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any of the newer proposals have ever been tested in the clinical setting [6,7,9–14]. It may actually be quite difficult to perform a randomized trial comparing the new algorithm with the official ACLS guidelines because instruction on the new algorithm can introduce bias. A more realistic approach would be to systematically teach the new algorithm to all house staff within an institution and then collect outcome data of consecutive cases of resuscitation for PEA and compare those with historic data.

Conclusion

Using the presenting ECG from a simple telemetry recording can quickly direct evaluation of PEA towards the most likely etiology. Narrow–complex PEA usually signifies pseudo–PEA that is due to a mechanical cause. If confirmed by bedside ultrasound, treatment can be directed at relieving the mechanical obstruction. Wide-complex PEA suggests a metabolic cause; early administration of intravenous calcium or sodium bicarbonate may be life-saving.
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